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Анализ изменений значений параметров прокатного стана (дискретность 50 
мсек) позволяет исключить выпуск некачественного проката и одновременно
сократить затраты на профилактическое обслуживание 
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Пример – система раннего предупреждения для стана 
горячего проката

Производство Время простоя Время простоя
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Отказ
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Первое предупреждение

Производство Производство
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is meant to visually convey the broad applicability of predictive maintenance and quality in various industries, the types of products they manufacturer, and types of manufacturing and production processes or services that are critical to their operations.   Most of these examples were based upon actual applications of predictive analytics by our clients representing areas such as automobile manufacturing, steel processing, diesel generators, oil drilling, refineries, gas distribution pipelines, aircraft assembly, electric vehicles, aircraft engines, banking, aircraft maintenance, rail, mining, electronics, office machinery, energy generation and distribution, and heating, ventilation, and air conditioning. The goal here is to visually demonstrate that just about every industry has a need in specific applications for predictive maintenance and quality.
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Для сохранения безопасности и масштаба
IoT будет развиваться в сторону открытости и децентрализации 
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Presentation Notes
This is meant to visually convey the broad applicability of predictive maintenance and quality in various industries, the types of products they manufacturer, and types of manufacturing and production processes or services that are critical to their operations.   Most of these examples were based upon actual applications of predictive analytics by our clients representing areas such as automobile manufacturing, steel processing, diesel generators, oil drilling, refineries, gas distribution pipelines, aircraft assembly, electric vehicles, aircraft engines, banking, aircraft maintenance, rail, mining, electronics, office machinery, energy generation and distribution, and heating, ventilation, and air conditioning. The goal here is to visually demonstrate that just about every industry has a need in specific applications for predictive maintenance and quality.
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Практические сложности при внедрении IoT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is meant to visually convey the broad applicability of predictive maintenance and quality in various industries, the types of products they manufacturer, and types of manufacturing and production processes or services that are critical to their operations.   Most of these examples were based upon actual applications of predictive analytics by our clients representing areas such as automobile manufacturing, steel processing, diesel generators, oil drilling, refineries, gas distribution pipelines, aircraft assembly, electric vehicles, aircraft engines, banking, aircraft maintenance, rail, mining, electronics, office machinery, energy generation and distribution, and heating, ventilation, and air conditioning. The goal here is to visually demonstrate that just about every industry has a need in specific applications for predictive maintenance and quality.
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Кривая инновация для IoT

Для  52 крупных предприятий Европы
44 IoT/ Cognitive,11 Data Integration, 4 outsourcing, 3 Mobile

Германия

Авто

Европа
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Presentation Notes
This is meant to visually convey the broad applicability of predictive maintenance and quality in various industries, the types of products they manufacturer, and types of manufacturing and production processes or services that are critical to their operations.   Most of these examples were based upon actual applications of predictive analytics by our clients representing areas such as automobile manufacturing, steel processing, diesel generators, oil drilling, refineries, gas distribution pipelines, aircraft assembly, electric vehicles, aircraft engines, banking, aircraft maintenance, rail, mining, electronics, office machinery, energy generation and distribution, and heating, ventilation, and air conditioning. The goal here is to visually demonstrate that just about every industry has a need in specific applications for predictive maintenance and quality.
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В основе IBM PMQ – проверенная архитектура, созданная на основе 
SPSS, Cognos, Ilog, DB2, Message Broker
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Presentation Notes
This is meant to visually convey the broad applicability of predictive maintenance and quality in various industries, the types of products they manufacturer, and types of manufacturing and production processes or services that are critical to their operations.   Most of these examples were based upon actual applications of predictive analytics by our clients representing areas such as automobile manufacturing, steel processing, diesel generators, oil drilling, refineries, gas distribution pipelines, aircraft assembly, electric vehicles, aircraft engines, banking, aircraft maintenance, rail, mining, electronics, office machinery, energy generation and distribution, and heating, ventilation, and air conditioning. The goal here is to visually demonstrate that just about every industry has a need in specific applications for predictive maintenance and quality.
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PMQ steel demo   - http://119.81.21.25:3000/

http://119.81.21.25:3000/
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PMQ steel demo - http://119.81.21.25:3000/

http://119.81.21.25:3000/
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Кривая инновация для IoT

Россия

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is meant to visually convey the broad applicability of predictive maintenance and quality in various industries, the types of products they manufacturer, and types of manufacturing and production processes or services that are critical to their operations.   Most of these examples were based upon actual applications of predictive analytics by our clients representing areas such as automobile manufacturing, steel processing, diesel generators, oil drilling, refineries, gas distribution pipelines, aircraft assembly, electric vehicles, aircraft engines, banking, aircraft maintenance, rail, mining, electronics, office machinery, energy generation and distribution, and heating, ventilation, and air conditioning. The goal here is to visually demonstrate that just about every industry has a need in specific applications for predictive maintenance and quality.
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100% prediction
of aircraft-on-the-ground events 
for high-risk engines

Pratt Whitney uses predictive analytics to prevent costly aircraft-on-
ground engine events

Business challenge: This US-based aircraft engine manufacturer collects a vast 
amount of data about its engines through various databases and sensors, but it 
had no holistic way of integrating and analyzing the information to proactively 
address engine issues.

Solution: An analytics platform creates predictive models that automatically alert 
the manufacturer to different types of impending engine events. These alerts, and 
a 360-degree dashboard visualization of engine-fleet health and risk status, 
enable the company to take proactive measures such as ordering and arranging 
preventive maintenance. These can help prevent a range of engine issues and 
potentially help the company’s customers avoid millions of dollars in costs 
associated with grounded planes. 

97% accuracy
in predicting engine events that 
lead to airline disruption

USD63 million 
in extrapolated cost savings to 
airlines if prediction had been 
available in the previous year

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Link to Reference Profile: http://w3-01.ibm.com/sales/ssi/cgi-bin/ssialias?infotype=CR&subtype=NA&htmlfid=0CRDD-9HTG3B&appname=crmd About the clientThe client is an aerospace manufacturer with global service operations. The company’s aircraft engines are widely used in both civil and military aviation. Its Global Operations Center (GOC) provides maintenance support to airline customers worldwide.Business challenge Planes grounded by engine trouble, known as aircraft-on-ground (AOG) events, translate into higher maintenance costs, lower revenue and even lost customers for the airlines, and ultimately reflect badly on the engine manufacturer. The company collects a vast amount of data about its engines through various databases and sensors. It wanted to use the data it already collected to maximize insight by predicting engine events and proactively addressing issues before they resulted in AOG events. However, the company had no holistic way to integrate and analyze this wealth of data to gain intelligence from it. Solution Through a proof-of-value (POV) engagement, the engine manufacturer gained confidence that it can mine the high volume and variety of data it already gathers about its in-service aircraft engines, potentially helping its customers avoid millions of dollars in costs associated with grounded planes. An analytics platform creates predictive models that automatically alert the manufacturer to different types of impending engine events. These alerts, and a 360-degree dashboard visualization of engine-fleet health and risk status, enable the company to take proactive measures. Ordering and arranging preventive maintenance during scheduled aircraft downtimes, for example, can help prevent a range of engine issues that result in everything from schedule interruptions to in-flight engine shutdown. Once it is fully implemented, the solution can provide additional value to the engine manufacturer by increasing brand satisfaction and customer confidence and ultimately help improve new engine design and drive future sales. Quantifiable benefits  The POV team applied the predictive analytics solution to historical engine data, achieving 97 percent accuracy in predicting engine events that lead to airline disruption. For engines in which the solution had assigned high-risk propensity scores, it predicted 100 percent of actual events. When the POV was complete, the company extrapolated cost savings of USD63 million to its airline customers if prediction and proactive action had been available in 2013. What makes it smarter  Instrumented - An embedded database pulls data from multiple sources including the company’s maintenance department, warranty information, engine sensors, an in-house diagnostics application, a maintenance scheduling system and GOC call center to create 4,500 data fields for analysis.Interconnected - The integrated, analyzed data provides 360-degree visibility into the company’s engine fleet health and risk status.Intelligent - The Predictive Maintenance and Quality platform creates models to predict the propensity for three different types of AOG engine events, allowing the company to proactively prevent costly engine shutdowns and repairs.
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A mining equipment manufacturer in the US uses analytics to move to a 
predictive maintenance model, avoiding equipment failure

USD500K saved
by repairing instead of replacing 
an engine

Challenge: Downtime from unexpected equipment failure or unnecessary 
scheduled maintenance is costly to mining companies. This mining equipment 
manufacturer needed to find a way to enable its dealers and fleet managers to 
implement preventive, rather than reactive, maintenance.

Solution: A new predictive asset optimization solution enables the mining 
equipment manufacturer to help its operators spot potential maintenance 
problems before equipment can fail while avoiding unnecessary downtime for 
unneeded scheduled maintenance. The solution identifies anomalies in the data 
collected from sensors on the heavy equipment that might indicate imminent or 
future problems, giving operators time to perform preventive maintenance.

“The cost savings offered by the solution provide the most powerful argument for 

Maximizes lifespan
of equipment by providing the right 
maintenance at the right time

Improves reputation
of the manufacturer and dealers 
through better equipment 
performance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These notes include sources of information, both internal and external (when appropriate), to provide as much detail as possible to help you understand: this particular customer’s business needs, how IBM products were used to address the needs, and the benefits derived. Content from IBM CRDB http://w3-01.ibm.com/sales/ssi/cgi-bin/ssialias?infotype=CR&subtype=NA&htmlfid=0CRDD-99HN9K&appname=crmdSolution synopsisA mining equipment manufacturer in the United States saves equipment operators up to USD500,000 when it works with IBM Global Services - Global Business Services and IBM Software Services to design and build a predictive asset optimization solution based on IBM SPSS Modeler and IBM Cognos Business Intelligence software Client informationClient name: A mining equipment manufacturer in the United States�Location: California United States�Client background:�The client is a global manufacturer of heavy equipment. One of its specialty areas is mining equipment. Project start: 11/2012 Project end: Ongoing Special handling instructions The client has agreed to be a reference for sales situations. The status of any installation or implementation can change, so you should always contact the Primary Contact or Additional Contact named in the reference prior to discussing it with your client. ��Any public use, such as in marketing materials, on WWW sites, in press articles, etc., requires specific approval from the client. It is the responsibility of the person or any organization planning to use this reference to make sure that this is done. The IBM representative will, as appropriate, contact the client for review. You should not contact the client directly. Business needIn the heavy equipment business, a large portion of all catastrophic machine failures are unanticipated. Unscheduled maintenance costs for equipment that breaks down can be anywhere from 3 to 10 times the cost of scheduled maintenance; however, scheduling maintenance more frequently to avoid catastrophic failures ultimately increases maintenance costs and does not help the bottom line.��This mining equipment manufacturer needed to find a way to enable its dealers and fleet managers to improve their preventive maintenance without experiencing skyrocketing maintenance costs. Even though its equipment was actually more reliable than that of its main competitors, those competitors had developed rudimentary predictive maintenance services for their customers, and this was starting to affect the company’s bottom line as more users chose competitors’ machines. ��The manufacturer wanted to create a predictive and preventive maintenance service that its dealers could offer to their customers. By predicting and preventing impending machine failure while improving preventive maintenance scheduling based on actual equipment data, the service could help increase machine life while actually lowering maintenance costs - and provide a new revenue stream for the manufacturer and its dealer network.�Solution implementationWhat Makes It Smarter:�Downtime from unexpected equipment failure or unnecessary scheduled maintenance is costly to mining companies both in terms of operating time lost and money spent. A new predictive asset optimization solution enables this mining equipment manufacturer to help its operators spot potential maintenance problems before equipment can fail and avoid unnecessary downtime for unneeded maintenance. The solution identifies anomalies in the data collected from sensors on the heavy equipment that might indicate imminent or future problems. Early detection gives operators time to perform preventive maintenance or take the equipment offline to avert catastrophic failure. ��IBM Global Services - Global Business Services and IBM Software Group consultants teamed with this manufacturer to help design and build a system to enable the company’s dealers to monitor in-service mining equipment and identify early signs of machine and component failure. The predictive asset optimization solution is an IBM Signature Solution based on IBM SPSS Modeler and IBM Cognos Business Intelligence software. It uses a variety of advanced analytical techniques to monitor time-series machine data, site conditions and service history to help predict component failure. After analyzing this critical data, if the solution detects early signs of failure, it alerts the dealer to the need for maintenance actions to prevent machine failure, ultimately helping improve the machine’s function and maximizing uptime. ��Using three types of comparison analysis - comparing the machine’s performance to expected standards, to the norm for the machine based on worksite conditions and to its own historical performance - the solution can identify possible impending failures or breakdowns and the reasons for them, enabling the dealer or manufacturer to undertake the right maintenance at the right time. For example, if a truck has been driving on the same site and same road, and carrying the same load as other trucks, it should consume the same amount of fuel as the other trucks. The solution can compare the fuel consumption for the truck with that of the other trucks in the fleet. If it finds that the truck is using more fuel than the others, the system flags an anomaly, because it might be a sign that the fuel injectors should be cleaned. ��In a second analysis, the solution compares the standard manufacturer’s component lifespan for a truck part, such as a fuel injector, against a predicted component lifespan based on historical analysis of real usage in the field. By doing this, the solution can predict what the actual fuel injector life will be for a particular truck and avoid truck failure by providing preventive maintenance before the end of the predicted lifespan rather than on the manufacturer’s scheduled maintenance plan. Finally, the system knows what the oil temperature limits should be for a truck based on statistical process controls. If the sensors show that the oil temperature on a truck is above the high limit, the system generates an alert to the dealer’s service analyst, who can then decide whether to take action to service the truck. ��The Global Business Services team worked with the manufacturer to create the strategy and business approach for offering the service to customers through the dealer network. Working with the manufacturer, the IBM consultants created a value proposition for users who purchase the service from the dealers. The Global Business Services team worked with Software Group consultants to set up the data model, infrastructure and modeling for the service.Benefits of the solutionReal Business Results�- Saves equipment operators up to USD500,000 if an engine can be repaired rather than replaced, thanks to early detection and identification of engine-performance anomalies �- Maximizes equipment lifespan, reduces unplanned maintenance and increases uptime of enrolled equipment �- Provides new revenue streams for the manufacturer and its dealers while helping enhance the manufacturer’s reputation for reliability and dependability �- Improves maintenance planning and scheduling by having the right parts and technicians available at the right time��Instrumented - The solution analyzes operational machine data, service data, site information, and manufacturer specifications and expectations of machine performance. ��Interconnected - The solution creates a single view of the machine’s performance for dealers and the manufacturer. ��Intelligent - The solution uses advanced condition monitoring and comparison analysis techniques to compare multiple data points from equipment and work sites to determine equipment health. If the solution detects early signs of failure, it provides insight into specific maintenance actions that can help to prevent machine failure.��By working with IBM Global Services - Global Business Services and IBM Software Services to implement the IBM Signature Solution predictive asset optimization solution based on IBM SPSS Modeler and IBM Cognos Business Intelligence software, the mining equipment manufacturer has gained a new revenue source for itself and its dealers while helping ensure that its equipment is still considered the most reliable in the industry. By offering the predictive asset optimization solution as a service to its customers, the equipment manufacturer can help them avoid preventable machine failures and the cost of replacing rather than repairing equipment. The solution also avoids unnecessary maintenance and downtime for unneeded scheduled maintenance, because operators now know whether equipment actually needs repair, helping take the guesswork out of maintaining costly mining equipment. How did IBM win the Business?IBM is the only services and software supplier for predictive asset optimization that can provide services from idea generation to design and deployment as well as the key software components for business analytics and optimization. Solutions/Offerings Software:Business Analytics: Cognos Business Intelligence; SPSS Modeler Services:IBM Global Business Services - Business Consulting Services: GBS BAO: Advanced Analytics and Optimization; GBS BAO: Business Intelligence and Performance Management��IBM Software Services: IBM SPSS Lab Services Solutions:Big Data & Analytics: Cognos Business Intelligence; SPSS Modeler Additional or alternative content: About the ClientThis global manufacturer of heavy equipment is based in the United States. One of its specialty areas is mining equipment.Business ChallengeDowntime from unexpected equipment failure or unnecessary scheduled maintenance is costly to mining companies both in terms of operating time lost and money spent. Even though its equipment was actually more reliable than that of its main competitors, those competitors had developed rudimentary predictive maintenance services for their customers, and this was starting to affect the company’s bottom line as more users chose competitors’ machines. This mining equipment manufacturer needed to find a way to enable its dealers and fleet managers to implement preventive, rather than reactive, maintenance to avoid equipment downtime without experiencing skyrocketing maintenance costs. SolutionA new predictive asset optimization solution enables this mining equipment manufacturer to help its operators spot potential maintenance problems before equipment can fail while avoiding unnecessary downtime for unneeded scheduled maintenance. Using three types of comparison analysis - comparing the machine’s performance to expected standards, to the norm for the machine based on worksite conditions and to its own historical performance - the solution can identify possible impending failures or breakdowns and the reasons for them, enabling the dealer or manufacturer to undertake preventive maintenance.  Quantifiable BenefitsThe solution can potentially save equipment operators up to USD500,000 if an engine can be repaired rather than replaced, thanks to early detection and identification of engine-performance anomalies. It helps maximize equipment lifespan, reduce unplanned maintenance and increase the uptime of enrolled equipment while improving maintenance planning and scheduling by having the right parts and technicians available at the right time. It also provides new revenue streams for the manufacturer and its dealers that offer the service while helping enhance the manufacturer’s reputation for reliability and dependability. �What Makes It SmarterInstrumented - The solution analyzes operational machine data, service data, site information, and manufacturer specifications and expectations of machine performance.Interconnected - The solution creates a single view of the machine’s performance for dealers and the manufacturer.Intelligent - The solution uses advanced condition monitoring and comparison analysis techniques to compare multiple data points from equipment and work sites to determine equipment health. If the solution detects early signs of failure, it provides insight into specific maintenance actions that can help to prevent machine failure.
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Business challenge: This auto company’s managers had an anecdotal 
understanding of which variables were tied to product-quality issues in the 
company’s cylinder-head production line, but not enough to change it. What they 
needed was a way to more precisely identify the complex patterns in machine 
settings, material temperatures and equipment maintenance activities that 
adversely affected product quality so that they could take preventive steps to 
minimize production-line waste.

The smarter solution: Each day, production-quality analysts run the more than 
500 production-line variables they track through predictive models that tell them 
which specific parts of the line need to be adjusted to ensure that products remain 
within their tight tolerances. The solution also provides predictive insights on which 

d ti  t  h ld b  ti l  i t i d t  id f t  bl

>50% reduction 
in the time required to ramp up 
the process to target levels

100% payback
achieved within two years

25% increase
in the overall productivity of the 
cylinder-head production line

Daimler, an auto manufacturer in Germany, uses predictive models to 
make the right production adjustments and meet tight tolerances

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These notes include sources of information, both internal and external, when appropriate, to  provide as much detail as possible to help you understand the customer’ business needs, how IBM products were used to address the needs, and the benefits derived. Ideally, this information will be beneficial in your opportunity identification and sales progression.Content from the IBM CRDB http://w3-01.ibm.com/sales/ssi/cgi-bin/ssialias?infotype=CR&subtype=NA&htmlfid=0CRDD-99AFQN&appname=crmdSolution synopsisAn auto manufacturer in Germany implements a data-mining and predictive analytics solution and increases the productivity of a key parts production line by 25 percent when it engages IBM SPSS Lab Services to deploy IBM business analytics softwareClient informationClient name: Daimler AG�Location: Stuttgart Germany�Client background:�Daimler AG is one of the largest producers of premium cars and one of the world’s biggest global manufacturers of commercial vehicles, with divisions including Mercedes-Benz cars, Daimler trucks, Mercedes-Benz vans, Daimler buses and Daimler financial services. The company employs approximately 275,000 people worldwide and generates revenues of USD114.3 billion. URL: http://www.daimler.comProject start: 06/2012 Project end: Ongoing Special handling instructionsThe client has agreed to be a reference for sales situations. The status of any installation or implementation can change, so you should always contact the Primary Contact or Additional Contact named in the reference prior to discussing it with your client. ��Any public use, such as in marketing materials, on WWW sites, in press articles, etc., requires specific approval from the client. It is the responsibility of the person or any organization planning to use this reference to make sure that this is done. The IBM representative will, as appropriate, contact the client for review. You should not contact the client directly. Business needIn the anatomy of an internal-combustion engine, the cylinder head is positioned above the cylinders on top of the cylinder block. The process of manufacturing cylinder heads starts with the casting of molten metal and proceeds through a series of treatments to cool the raw metal, temper it and machine it down to its proper tolerances. At each point in the casting and machining process, minute changes in conditions can induce stresses within the metal that can cause distortion, cracking and a series of other problems that render the cylinder heads unusable in the final engine product.��Daimler AG manufactures cylinder heads in a light-metal foundry in its factory in Stuttgart, Germany, producing approximately 10,000 units per day through a complex 24-hour production process. Ever vigilant for process improvements, Daimler’s production managers sought to reduce the share of cylinder heads that fell outside the tolerable quality range and thus needed to be melted down, resulting in wasted materials and production time as well as added cost. By the same token, the company wanted to increase productivity and shorten the ramp-up phase of its complex manufacturing process.��Daimler’s production managers recognized that the key to solving the problem was to come up with a series of targeted process adjustments at different points in the manufacturing process. On a general level, they were well aware of the many different parameters that influence the quality of the final product, including dimensions, times, temperatures and tools employed to name a few. The challenge was in understanding the specifics of these relationships; namely, how each variable or combination of different variables leads to specific product-quality issues.��In solving the problem, Daimler had a good starting point because it systematically gathers data on more than 500 production parameters. Under its previous approach for performing quality analytics, the company used large spreadsheets to analyze this data for telltale patterns of how production parameters correlated with production flaws. Although the company was on the right track, this method produced analytical output that could be properly interpreted by only the most experienced specialists, often took several days of investigation to achieve findings, and facilitated connections between variables and quality outcomes only on an ex post facto basis.��What the company sought was not only a more systematic, reliable and accurate means of analyzing production data, but also the ability to make predictive conclusions that could guide day-to-day production decisions.�Solution implementationWhat makes it smarter�Having an anecdotal understanding of which variables are tied to product-quality issues in a production line is not enough to change it. What Daimler AG’s managers needed was a way to more precisely identify the complex patterns in machine settings, material temperatures and equipment maintenance activities that adversely affected product quality so that they could take preventive steps to minimize production-line waste. Each day, production-quality analysts run the more than 500 production-line variables they track through predictive models that tell them which specific parts of the line need to be adjusted to ensure that products remain within their tight tolerances. The solution also provides predictive insights on which production assets should be preventively maintained to avoid future problems.��To improve its production quality control for cylinder heads, Daimler engaged a team from IBM SPSS Lab Services to implement a data-mining and predictive analytics solution using IBM SPSS Modeler software. As part of the engagement, the IBM team also provided consultative services in the areas of data integration, complex data processing and modeling. Within the solution, the client is using the SPSS Modeler software to continuously monitor and control production at each stage of the cylinder-head manufacturing process. After capturing approximately 500 production data points from sensors on the production line, the solution stores the information in a centralized repository, organizes it in terms of time and content, and prepares it for statistical analysis.��The analytical routines, run overnight on a daily basis, automatically evaluate how the production process has performed over the previous day and analyze correlations between production quality and measured production parameters. By storing each day’s analysis in a cumulative knowledge base, Daimler can continually refine its understanding of these variable interrelationships, thereby improving its ability to optimize each stage of the production process, with the aim of minimizing the incidence of defective products.��Within the Stuttgart facility, one Daimler systems specialist is responsible for ensuring that the solution is working properly, that it provides the right information and that it delivers the desired analyses. Six foremen regularly access the portions of the system’s analytical output that are relevant to their specific roles and use these results to decide whether they need to take any action or make adjustments to process sequence, timing or machine settings as well as a range of other factors. To enable this proactive management capability, Daimler used statistical analysis to define a set of thresholds that indicated when intervention was necessary to meet the required tolerances of the finished products.Benefits of the solutionReal business results�- Increased the overall productivity of the cylinder-head production line by 25 percent�- Reduced the time required to ramp up the process to target levels by more than 50 percent�- Achieved a full payback on the solution within two years��Instrumented - The solution captures more than 500 data elements from the production line, including product dimensions, process duration, temperatures and tools employed.��Interconnected - The solution integrates a diverse range of data from machines and sensors across the production line into a centralized repository to facilitate analysis.��Intelligent - Triggers built in to the solution are set off when a process variable exceeds a predetermined threshold value, aiding rapid error localization and targeted process interventions so that the company can prevent cylinder-head defects.��By implementing a data-mining and predictive analytics solution using IBM SPSS Modeler software, Daimler’s production managers can now gain a far more granular understanding of the factors that cause quality problems than they ever could before, which in turn gives them far more control. And because the system does in a few hours what used to take up to three days, managers have the means to find out about irregularities faster and take steps to circumvent process issues before the creation of defective products. In addition to helping reduce the defect rate, the solution has also helped improve the overall productivity of the cylinder-head production line by 25 percent, enabling the company to achieve a full payback on the solution within two years.Client quote:“We have been able to gain a far deeper understanding of the many factors that affect production quality and take proactive steps to maximize it.”��-- René Schwarz, head of quality control for cylinder headsSolutions/Offerings Software:Business Analytics: SPSS Modeler Services:IBM Software Services: IBM SPSS Lab Services Solutions:Big Data & Analytics: SPSS Modeler Content from IBM Daimler Case Study - https://w3-03.sso.ibm.com/sales/support/skp/y/t/e/n/ytc03659wwen/YTC03659WWEN.PDFAutomotive manufacturer increases productivity for cylinder-head production by 25 percentBusiness benefits 25 percent increase in the productivity of the cylinder-head production line. 50 percent reduction in the time taken to ramp up the process to Daimler’s target levels. Enables rapid adjustments by monitoring the process in near real time. Instrumented - Daimler gathers data on more than 500 factors including dimensions, times, temperatures, tools and many other attributes of cylinder-head production throughout the production process. Interconnected - The data is processed daily and automatically evaluated in various ways by IBM SPSS predictive analytics software. This enables comprehensive monitoring of all process parameters. Intelligent - If a process variable exceeds a certain threshold value, the evaluations enable quick error localization and targeted process interventions – helping to avoid cylinder-head defects even before they arise. Harnessing predictive analytics to boost productivity of cylinder-head production by 25 percent. Daimler AG was looking for a way to maximize the number of flawlessly produced cylinder-heads at its Stuttgart factory by making targeted process adjustments. The company also wanted to increase productivity and shorten the ramp-up phase of its complex manufacturing process. Using IBM® SPSS® software, Daimler is now able to analyze the plethora of data obtained in the production process and gain deep insights into the key factors that influence product quality within each individual process step. The new findings allow early and targeted process adjustments. The Daimler Group is one of the largest producers of premium cars and the world’s biggest global manufacturer of commercial vehicles, with divisions including Mercedes-Benz Cars, Daimler Trucks, Mercedes-Benz Vans, Daimler Buses and Daimler Financial Services. In a light-metal foundry in its Stuttgart factory, Daimler produces approximately 10,000 cylinder-heads per day. The 24-hour production processes are very complex and range from mould-making in the foundry all the way through to mechanical finishing. For each individual cylinder-head, the company’s production-line systems create a data record that allows accurate analysis of every phase of the manufacturing process. Daimler constantly gathers data on more than 500 factors including dimensions, times, temperatures, tools and many other attributes of cylinder-head production throughout the manufacturing process. If the finished products do not fully meet the tight tolerances, they have to be rejected and melted down. Enormous volume of data hinders root cause analysis Because of the large number of parameters that influence the quality of the final product, it was a tough challenge for Daimler to identify the crucial variables within the manufacturing process. A wealth of measurements and data had been collected in giant spreadsheets for pattern recognition. However, only very experienced specialists were able to draw the correct conclusions – sometimes after several days of investigation. The goal was to determine the decisive quality parameters that would enable Daimler to produce more cylinder-heads that can immediately be placed into the manufacturing process. Perfectly adjusted process variables should maximize the output permanently.  Predictive analytics provides high process transparency Daimler decided to implement a comprehensive IBM SPSS Modeler data-mining solution to continuously monitor and control the production process. Initially, the company focused on the production line for one specific type of cylinder-head, of which about 3,000 were produced per day. Before Daimler could use the full potential of data-mining and predictive analytics, it was necessary to collect all the relevant data from the whole production process with complete accuracy. The data needed to be stored, organized in terms of time and content, and prepared it for statistical analysis. After six months of internal preparation at Daimler, a team from IBM installed the SPSS solution and supported the company with consulting expertise in data integration, complex data processing and modeling. Just three months later, the first useful analyses were available. Now, the system runs overnight on a daily basis, automatically evaluates how the production process has performed over the previous day, and saves all the analyses. One Daimler system specialist is responsible for ensuring that the solution is working properly, provides the right information and delivers the desired analyses. Six foremen regularly access the SPSS analyses that are relevant to their specific roles, and use the results to decide whether they need to take any action or make adjustments. The company quickly noticed that the manufacturing process was stable and could be adjusted continuously. As a result, Daimler was able to define a set of thresholds that showed when intervention was necessary in order to meet the required tolerances of the finished products. The IBM SPSS solution helps Daimler detect irregularities early and identify trigger factors in a targeted way, which has given the company an unprecedented level of process transparency. Ramping up twice as fast, and increasing productivity The benefits are obvious: The kind of insight that used to take the company three days of extremely hard work to obtain can now be gained within a few hours. When irregularities emerge, the people in charge now know exactly where to start with optimizations. For example, the company now replaces tools less often than it used to, which saves time and money. And because the production process is relatively stable, the 24-hour evaluation cycle is almost equivalent to real-time monitoring. Daimler is also fully convinced of the decision to use IBM SPSS for process monitoring. Ramping up a complex process such as cylinder-head production to target levels usually takes many years. Using IBM SPSS the company has been able to cut this ramp-up phase in half. Moreover, in the two years since the launch of the new solution, Daimler has been able to increase productivity by about 25 percent. As a result, the company has already more than paid off the original cost of the project. The notable success of the IBM SPSS solution has led Daimler to decide to use the solution to monitor and control all new cylinder-head production lines in the future. The company is convinced that this will enable it to halve the ramp-up phase of these manufacturing processes too. Furthermore, Daimler will also start to use this innovative technology within other areas within the group. The company has only just begun to realize its true potential.Additional or alternative content: About the clientBased in Germany, this company is one of the largest producers of premium cars and one of the world’s biggest global manufacturers of commercial vehicles.Business challengeThe company’s production managers recognized that the key to solving production-quality problems was to come up with a series of targeted process adjustments at different points in the manufacturing process. The challenge was in understanding the specifics of how the interaction of variables such as product dimensions, process duration, temperatures and tools employed lead to specific product-quality issues. What the company sought was not only a more systematic, reliable and accurate means of analyzing production data, but also the ability to make predictive conclusions that could guide day-to-day production decisions.SolutionThe company engaged a team from IBM® SPSS® Lab Services to implement a data-mining and predictive analytics solution using IBM SPSS Modeler software. The solution continuously monitors each stage of the cylinder-head production line, capturing approximately 500 production data points from sensors along the line. The solution automatically runs analytical models overnight, on a daily basis, to evaluate how the production process has performed over the previous day and analyze correlations between production quality and measured production parameters. By storing accumulated analytical data, the company continually refines its understanding of these variable interrelationships.Quantifiable benefitsThe company’s production managers have both a more granular understanding of the causes of quality problems and more control over how to fix them. In addition to helping reduce the defect rate, the solution has helped increase the overall productivity of the cylinder-head production line by 25 percent, while helping reduce the time required to ramp up the process to target levels by more than 50 percent. Together, these benefits have enabled the company to achieve a full payback on the solution within two years.What makes it smarterInstrumented - The solution captures more than 500 data elements from the production line, including product dimensions, process duration, temperatures and tools employed.Interconnected - The solution integrates a diverse range of data from machines and sensors across the production line into a centralized repository to facilitate analysis.Intelligent - Triggers built in to the solution are set off when a process variable exceeds a predetermined threshold value, aiding rapid error localization and targeted process interventions so that the company can prevent cylinder-head defects.
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An iron & steel manufacturer employs analytics to predict equipment 
malfunctions and avoid product defects

$2 Million
reduction of costs for every 0.1% 
improvement in production 
efficiency

Improved steel and iron 
production efficiency 
by reducing the incidence of 
production shutdowns related to 
equipment failure and product 
defects

Boost skills transfer 
by embedding process 
knowledge into equipment and 
process optimization algorithms

Challenge: The optimisation of plant production is the key to profitability. Some 
of the main parameters include throughput, product quality, machine availability 
and efficiency. Small flaws, such as temperature imbalances in a furnace or the 
wrong tension setting on a steel roller, can lead to defective products, customer 
dissatisfaction and costly delays. The company wanted to spot emerging 
equipment and product-quality problems early. 

Solution: The IBM solution analyzes large volumes of production control data 
to seek patterns in equipment operations, product quality, failure patterns. 
Provide line staff with indications of future potential failures that can be avoided 
vie pro-active intervention. Enable quality control personnel to do deep-dive 
analysis on a relationship between certain production variables and quality. Staff 
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These notes include sources of information, both internal and external (when appropriate), to provide as much detail as possible to help you understand: this particular customer’s business needs, how IBM products were used to address the needs, and the benefits derived. Content from IBM CRDB http://w3-01.ibm.com/sales/ssi/cgi-bin/ssialias?infotype=CR&subtype=NA&htmlfid=0CRDD-8YXAG3&appname=crmd Solution synopsisA large manufacturer of iron and steel based in Tokyo gains the ability to proactively address equipment malfunctions and product defects when it engages IBM Business Partner SIC Co., Ltd. to build a predictive maintenance solution using IBM smarter analytics softwareClient informationClient name: An iron and steel manufacturer in Japan�Industry: Industrial Products� Client background:�Based in Tokyo, this steel manufacturer produced 46.1 million metric tons of crude steel in 2011, accounting for 43 percent of the market in Japan and 3 percent of the market worldwide and making it the world’s second-largest steel producer. The company operates manufacturing facilities in Japan, Asia, Europe, the Middle East, Africa and the Americas. Project start: 08/2011 Project end: 09/2012 Special handling instructionsWhen inquiring with a contact in this reference, please be sure to copy Client Reference/Japan/IBM on the email so that the Client Reference team can verify with related client team whether the client required a special handling of the reference profile.��The client has agreed to be a reference for sales situations. The status of any installation or implementation can change, so you should always contact the Primary Contact or Additional Contact named in the reference prior to discussing it with your client. ��Any public use, such as in marketing materials, on WWW sites, in press articles, etc., requires specific approval from the client. It is the responsibility of the person or any organization planning to use this reference to make sure that this is done. The IBM representative will, as appropriate, contact the client for review. You should not contact the client directly. Business needMost people think of steel plants as hot places, and rightfully so. But an equally apt description may be that of extreme complexity, with multiple processes going on at all times. The three main activities are iron making, steelmaking and rolling. In iron making, hot air is blown into blast furnaces to reduce ore to hot metal. Steel is then made in oxygen furnaces by removing carbon from the hot metal and then adding alloys to strengthen it. Last comes the rolling stage, when the intermediate cast products are formed into sheets, plates and other useful shapes.��Throughout all of these processes, the key to profitability is the overall optimization of the plant production, the key parameters of which include throughput, product quality, machine availability and efficiency. Given the extreme conditions that prevail within much of the steel production process, the factors that can disrupt production efficiency are numerous. Small flaws in the process flow, such as temperature imbalances in a furnace or the wrong tension setting on a steel roller, can lead to defective products that, in the worst case, may end up being delivered to the customer, resulting in potential customer dissatisfaction as well as costly delays. Even if such defects are found earlier, they can still wreak havoc by forcing steel producers to shut down production lines to find the source of the problem, thus losing valuable production capacity and jeopardizing delivery schedules.��In an industry where the product tolerance for rolled steel is measured in tenths of a millimeter, rigorous and scientific approaches are a must to ensure consistent quality. The Japanese steel producer highlighted recognized this, but like many process manufacturers, much of the knowledge and expertise related to process optimization resided in the heads of its veteran line workers and technicians, who relied on their experience operating the machines to indicate when something was wrong. While acknowledging that such experience can be extremely valuable in troubleshooting problems, the company recognized the limits of employee intuition. Moreover, with retirement looming on the horizons of many of these employees, the company sought to rely less on expert judgment and more on systematic analysis to detect problems in equipment operation or product quality.��The business had made efforts to integrate more data into its production management processes, mainly by manually gathering information from its production control systems and analyzing it within “offline” spreadsheet programs. In addition to being slow, cumbersome and a resource drain, this method of analysis failed to provide the depth needed to provide real insights into equipment problems before they caused disruptions and delays. What the company ultimately wanted was a way to spot emerging equipment and product-quality problems early. Achieving this required not only integrated access to large volumes of production data, but also powerful algorithms to analyze these data streams for the early warning signs of failure.�Solution implementationWhat Makes it Smarter��For manufacturers of steel, the difference between profit and loss often comes down to production efficiency: keeping lines running smoothly and on time and maintaining quality in an environment where product tolerances are measured in tenths of a millimeter. Although this Japanese steelmaker considered its veteran line workers’ deep knowledge of its production equipment critical to efficiency, it also recognized the need for a more systematic and granular approach to monitoring equipment condition and performance. The company achieved this by implementing a predictive analytics solution that pores through volumes of near-real-time production management and operational data for signs of impending problems across a range of processes and equipment, so that operational staff can address them before issues shut the production line down. Moreover, by uncovering insights into how subtle variations in equipment operations and procedures can affect product quality, the system provides operations managers with clear guidance on how to optimize production efficiency and maximize product quality.��To build the solution, the company selected IBM SPSS Modeler and IBM SPSS Statistics software and engaged Tokyo-based IBM Business Partner SIC Co., Ltd. to implement it and optimize its performance. Within the solution, SPSS Modeler software is used to analyze large volumes of production control data to seek out patterns in equipment operations, product quality, failure patterns and the like. ��From this cluster analysis, SPSS Modeler software also performs predictive functions by giving line staff indications of future potential failures that they can act on. The SPSS Statistics application performs a complementary function within the solution by enabling quality control personnel, for example, to do deep-dive analysis on a relationship between certain production variables and quality. Based on the insights uncovered by SPSS Statistics software, quality control staff can modify the operational parameters of certain equipment and procedures to ensure the best-quality product and the most efficient production.�Business Partner information:SIC CO., LTD.DistributorBenefits of the solution•Expected to reduce costs by more than USD2 million for every 0.1 percent improvement in production efficiency�•Expected to improve steel and iron production efficiency by reducing the incidence of production shutdowns related to equipment failure and product defects�•Expected to boost skills transfer by embedding process knowledge into equipment and process optimization algorithms��Instrumented - The solution extracts real-time data on a variety of operational parameters, including equipment settings and readings, from the company's production control systems.��Interconnected - The solution provides a holistic analysis of all of the company’s steelmaking equipment and facilities and associated quality measures, enabling optimization efforts on a large scale.��Intelligent - By capturing and modeling large volumes of production data at a granular level, the solution uncovers subtle relationships between operational parameters, efficiency measures and product quality that can be applied to production optimization efforts. Moreover, the solution’s ability to detect early warning signs of equipment failure, and take preventative action early, helps the company prevent potentially long and costly delays in production.��Of the many benefits the steelmaker expects to achieve from predictive analytics, the most immediate is cost reduction resulting from fewer production shutdowns and a lower rate of product defects. The company calculates that for every 0.1 percent increase in production efficiency, it can reduce its overall manufacturing costs by more than USD2 million. The key is being able to not only monitor and measure operational variables rigorously, but also to analyze their impact on equipment performance and maintenance requirements. For example, in the case of a certain kind of specialized furnace prone to periodic instability, the company is using sensors to measure internal temperature and gas pressure to better understand the cause of the instability and take corrective action. ��Detailed production analysis is also expected to help the business avoid extremely costly damage to equipment that can result from unexpected events in the course of manufacturing. For instance, in the case of plate subsidiary fracture, a steel plate can break off during the rolling process, potentially destroying the costly rolling equipment with it. By using the solution to analyze the abnormal tensile forces that cause these fractures, the company can take steps to avoid these conditions and thus mitigate their likelihood.�Solutions/Offerings Software:Business Analytics: SPSS Modeler; SPSS Statistics Additional or alternative content: ClientAn iron and steel manufacturer in JapanBusiness needMost people think of steel plants as hot places, and rightfully so. But an equally apt description may be that of extreme complexity, with multiple processes going on at all times. The three main activities are iron making, steelmaking and rolling. In iron making, hot air is blown into blast furnaces to reduce ore to hot metal. Steel is then made in oxygen furnaces by removing carbon from the hot metal and then adding alloys to strengthen it. Last comes the rolling stage, when the intermediate cast products are formed into sheets, plates and other useful shapes.Throughout all of these processes, the key to profitability is the overall optimization of the plant production, the key parameters of which include throughput, product quality, machine availability and efficiency. Given the extreme conditions that prevail within much of the steel production process, the factors that can disrupt production efficiency are numerous. Small flaws in the process flow, such as temperature imbalances in a furnace or the wrong tension setting on a steel roller, can lead to defective products that, in the worst case, may end up being delivered to the customer, resulting in potential customer dissatisfaction as well as costly delays. Even if such defects are found earlier, they can still wreak havoc by forcing steel producers to shut down production lines to find the source of the problem, thus losing valuable production capacity and jeopardizing delivery schedules.In an industry where the product tolerance for rolled steel is measured in tenths of a millimeter, rigorous and scientific approaches are a must to ensure consistent quality. The Japanese steel producer highlighted recognized this, but like many process manufacturers, much of the knowledge and expertise related to process optimization resided in the heads of its veteran line workers and technicians, who relied on their experience operating the machines to indicate when something was wrong. While acknowledging that such experience can be extremely valuable in troubleshooting problems, the company recognized the limits of employee intuition. Moreover, with retirement looming on the horizons of many of these employees, the company sought to rely less on expert judgment and more on systematic analysis to detect problems in equipment operation or product quality.The business had made efforts to integrate more data into its production management processes, mainly by manually gathering information from its production control systems and analyzing it within “offline” spreadsheet programs. In addition to being slow, cumbersome and a resource drain, this method of analysis failed to provide the depth needed to provide real insights into equipment problems before they caused disruptions and delays. What the company ultimately wanted was a way to spot emerging equipment and product-quality problems early. Achieving this required not only integrated access to large volumes of production data, but also powerful algorithms to analyze these data streams for the early warning signs of failure.Solution implementationTo build the solution, the company selected IBM® SPSS® Modeler and IBM SPSS Statistics software and engaged Tokyo-based IBM Business Partner SIC Co., Ltd. to implement it and optimize its performance. Within the solution, SPSS Modeler software is used to analyze large volumes of production control data to seek out patterns in equipment operations, product quality, failure patterns and the like. From this cluster analysis, SPSS Modeler software also performs predictive functions by giving line staff indications of future potential failures that they can act on. The SPSS Statistics application performs a complementary function within the solution by enabling quality control personnel, for example, to do deep-dive analysis on a relationship between certain production variables and quality. Based on the insights uncovered by SPSS Statistics software, quality control staff can modify the operational parameters of certain equipment and procedures to ensure the best-quality product and the most efficient production.BenefitsOf the many benefits the steelmaker expects to achieve from predictive analytics, the most immediate is cost reduction resulting from fewer production shutdowns and a lower rate of product defects. The company calculates that for every 0.1 percent increase in production efficiency, it can reduce its overall manufacturing costs by more than USD2 million. The key is being able to not only monitor and measure operational variables rigorously, but also to analyze their impact on equipment performance and maintenance requirements. For example, in the case of a certain kind of specialized furnace prone to periodic instability, the company is using sensors to measure internal temperature and gas pressure to better understand the cause of the instability and take corrective action. Detailed production analysis is also expected to help the business avoid extremely costly damage to equipment that can result from unexpected events in the course of manufacturing. For instance, in the case of plate subsidiary fracture, a steel plate can break off during the rolling process, potentially destroying the costly rolling equipment with it. By using the solution to analyze the abnormal tensile forces that cause these fractures, the company can take steps to avoid these conditions and thus mitigate their likelihood.Instrumented - The solution extracts real-time data on a variety of operational parameters, including equipment settings and readings, from the company's production control systems.Interconnected - The solution provides a holistic analysis of all of the company’s steelmaking equipment and facilities and associated quality measures, enabling optimization efforts on a large scale.Intelligent - By capturing and modeling large volumes of production data at a granular level, the solution uncovers subtle relationships between operational parameters, efficiency measures and product quality that can be applied to production optimization efforts. Moreover, the solution’s ability to detect early warning signs of equipment failure, and take preventative action early, helps the company prevent potentially long and costly delays in production.
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